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The Humanists of Fort Worth 

(HoFW) meets on the second 
Wednesday of each month at 

7:00 PM at the Westside 
Unitarian Universalist Building, 

901 Page Ave.

! Thanks !

Many Éthank-yousÇ to the members 
and friends who are assisting with the 
cleanup and rearrangement duties af-
ter our meetings. It is much appreci-
ated.

If you are interested in lending a 
hand please see one of the Board 
Members. 

NEXT MEETING

January 8, 2014    7:00 PM

SPEAKER:     Dick Trice   

TOPIC: 

ÄJust Who Are Those People Who 

Made It Possible For Us To Think 

Freely Today?Å

More on page 11. 
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! THANKS !

Thanks to everyone who visited Dolores while in the hos-
pital, the rehab center and at home, to those who sent 
cards and flowers, and to those who took the time to call. 

We greatly appreciate the love and care youÇve shown.

Don



Dr. John Edward Johnson Jr. passed 
away in the early morning hours of Dec 21, 
2013. Born in 1925 in Galveston, Texas, John 
spent his childhood in Mineral Wells before at-
tending the University of Texas in Austin 
where he graduated at the age of 19.  

He earned his M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, 
where he remained for internship and resi-
dency in internal medicine. He spent two 
years in San Antonio in the USAF during the 
Korean Conflict.      

During Medical School he married the love 
of his life, Mary Shirley Jimmerson and to-
gether they had seven children.  After teach-
ing at UTMB Galveston, John spent six years 
at William S. Merrell Co. in Cincinnati where 
he was instrumental in developing the first fer-
tility drug brought to market. He came to Fort 
Worth as the Medical Director of Alcon Labo-
ratories in 1969 and joined the Fort Worth 
Clinic in 1972. Although he had never planned 
to have a private practice, he discovered a 
love for being a primary care physician and 
developed close relationships with his pa-
tients, making house calls long after this was 
common practice. 

During this time he served his profession and 
the community in many ways: Chief of Medi-
cine of Harris Methodist Hospital,  Chair and 
member of the Harris Ethics Committee, 

Texas Medical Directors Association, Light-
house for the Blind and served on boards and 
committees for the betterment of medicine in 
Fort Worth and beyond too numerous to count.  

He retired from active practice in 1997, and 
devoted his time to social activism beside his 
wife Shirley, where they both made great im-
pact until their deaths.  John started the reli-
gious education program at the Galveston Uni-
tarian Universalist Fellowship and was active in 
First UU Church of Cincinnati and Jefferson UU 
Church of Fort Worth. John touched so many 
people in so many ways; he will be remem-
bered for making a difference in his community, 
his church and on the many individual lives he 
touched.  

He was preceded in death by his wife, Shirley 
Johnson, brothers Willard Johnson and Morris 
Johnson, sister Kay Griffin, son Allen Charles 
Johnson, Son JEB Johnson M.D., and great-
grandson and namesake Isaiah John Edward 
Johnson.  Survivors include children Meredith 
(Joe) Donaldson, Anna Kay Johnson (John 
Watt), Susan Dycus, Michael Johnson (Kevin 
Stein), and Jamie Johnson, and children by 
choice, Dorine VanRijssel, Walt Adams, Julie 
Fields. Grandchildren Susanna Donaldson, An-
drew Donaldson, Marylee Donaldson, Jessie 
Watt, Joshua Johnson, Sarah Cherry-Gruener, 
Amy Jones, Jeremy Watt, Joshua Watt; 5 
great-grandchildren and a plethora of nieces 
and nephews across the country.

Celebration of Life Service
January 26, 2014   2:00 pm
Reception following
Trinity Terrace Retirement Community
1600 Texas Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

In lieu of flowers, memorials may be made 
to the
NTUUC (North Texas Unitarian Universalist 
Congregations), Att. John E. Johnson Fund for 
Social Justice, c/o First Unitarian Church of 
Dallas, 4015 Normandy, Dallas, TX 75205
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THE AFFIRMATIONS OF HUMANISM: A STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

WE ARE COMMITTED to the application of reason 
and science to the understanding of the uni-
verse and to the solving of human problems.

WE DEPLORE efforts to denigrate human intelli-
gence, to seek to explain the world in super-
natural terms, and to look outside nature for sal-
vation.

WE BELIEVE that scientific discovery and tech-
nology can contribute to the betterment of life.

WE BELIEVE in an open and pluralistic society 
and that democracy is the best guarantee of 
protecting human rights from authoritarian elites 
and repressive majorities.

WE ARE COMMITTED to the principle of separa-
tion of church and state.

WE CULTIVATE the arts of negotiation and com-
promise as a means of resolving differences 
and achieving mutual understanding.

WE ARE CONCERNED with securing justice and 
fairness in society and with eliminating discrimi-
nation and intolerance.

WE BELIEVE in supporting the disadvantaged 
and the handicapped so  that they will be able 
to help themselves.

WE ATTEMPT to transcend divisive parochial loy-
alties based on race, religion, gender, national-
ity, creed, class, sexual orientation, or ethnicity 
and strive to work together for the common 
good of humanity.

WE WANT TO PROTECT and enhance the earth, 
to preserve it for future generations, and to 
avoid inflicting needless suffering on other spe-
cies.

WE BELIEVE in enjoying life here and now and in 
developing our creative talents to their fullest.

WE BELIEVE in the cultivation of moral excel-
lence.

WE RESPECT the right to privacy. Mature adults 
should be allowed to fulfill their aspirations, to 
express their sexual preferences, to exercise 
reproductive freedom, to have access to com-
prehensive and informed health-care, and to die 
with dignity.

WE BELIEVE in the common moral decencies: 
altruism, integrity, honesty, truthfulness, re-
sponsibility. Humanist ethics is amenable to 
critical, rational guidance. There are normative 
standards that we discover together. Moral prin-
ciples are tested by their consequences. 

WE ARE DEEPLY CONCERNED with the moral edu-
cation of our children. We want to nourish rea-
son and compassion.

WE ARE ENGAGED by the arts no less than by 
the sciences.

WE ARE CITIZENS of the universe and are ex-
cited by the discoveries still to be made in the 
cosmos.

WE ARE SKEPTICAL of untested claims to knowl-
edge, and we are open to novel ideas and seek 
new departures in our thinking.

WE AFFIRM HUMANISM as a realistic alternative 
to theologies of despair and ideologies of vio-
lence and as a source of rich personal signifi-
cance and genuine satisfaction in the service to 
others.

WE BELIEVE in optimism rather than pessimism, 
hope rather than despair, learning in the place 
of dogma, truth instead of ignorance, joy rather 
than guilt or sin, tolerance in the place of fear, 
love instead of hatred, compassion over selfish-
ness, beauty instead of ugliness, and reason 
rather than blind faith or irrationality.

WE BELIEVE in the fullest realization of the best 
and noblest that we are capable of as human 
beings.                          

For a parchment copy of this page, suitable for framing, please send $4.99
to FREE INQUIRY, P.O. Box 664, Amherst, New York 14226-0664

by  PAUL KURTZ

January, 2014



MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES:

Single Member      $25.00/yr.
Couple                   $40.00/yr 
Patron             $50.00/yr.
Student                  $10.00/yr.

Choose the category that best fits your needs. 

See the Treasurer, Dolores Ruhs, or a member of the Board for an application.

Pay in cash or mail the application, with your check, to: 

Dolores Ruhs, Treasurer-HoFW

1036 Hill Top Pass, Benbrook, TX 76126-3848

NOTE:

If you do not have access to the internet, the Newsletter may be mailed to you for an 

additional annual fee of $12.00.

Chair: Sam Baker

Phone: 817-994-8868
Email:  sambaker@hotmail.com 

Secretary: John Fisher

Phone: 682-556-9894
Email:  jmfthird@hotmail.com

Past Chair: Dick Trice

Phone: 817-446-4696
Email:  trice933@att.net

Officers and Board Members

Vice-Chair

Vacant

Treasurer: Dolores Ruhs

Phone: 817-249-1829
Email:  ruhsdol@sbcglobal.net

Newsletter Editor/ Past Chair : Don Ruhs

Phone: (M) 817-343-3650
Email:  laidback935@sbcglobal.net
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HUMANISTS OF FORT WORTH
MONTHLY MEETING

OCTOBER 9, 2013

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. By Chair Sam Baker.  There were  
twenty-five persons present, including five visitors and two new members.

Our speaker this month was Ms. Ann Sutherland, Fort Worth ISD School Board 
Trustee District 6.  

Ms. Sutherland has a B.A. and a Ph.D. in school administration from the University 
of California. She taught for twenty-five years, and was teacher of the year in her re-
gion in California in 2002.

Ms. Sutherland gave a very interesting talk about her sometimes contentious experi-
ences  serving on the school board, all with her very heartfelt mission of helping 
children learn and channeling more resources into the classroom.

There was a break for refreshments during which an informal discussion continued.

The meeting was adjourned at 8: 50 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

John Fisher

5Humanists of Fort Worth   

John Fisher, Secretary
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HUMANISTS OF FORT WORTH
MONTHLY MEETING

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2013

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm. By Chair Sam Baker.  There were 64 persons 
present, Including 27 visitors.

This month's speaker is an international figure in free-thought, Mr. Tom Flynn, Director  of 
the Center for Scientific Inquiry and Executive Editor at Free Inquiry magaz ine.

He presented a fascinating talk entitled Ä Who Are These Doubters?  The Demographic of 
UnbeliefÅ accompanied by PowerPoint presentation of statistics and trends.  

The numbers of the American public who are religiously unaffiliated, as well as of those 
who avow unbelief in any deities, are growing.  There has been a steady-holding plurality 
among scientists who disbelieve, plus a super-majority of elite top-tier 

scientists who are atheists. 

While atheists may never be the majority in the US,  it is probable that non-believers will 
soon constitute a siz able minority in this country, disrespect to whom will be deemed politi-
cally incorrect.

There was a break for refreshments and then a very lively Q & A session.

The meeting was adjourned at 9 pm.

Respectfully Submitted,     

John Fisher
John Fisher, Secretary

January, 2014Humanists of Fort Worth   
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Humanists of Ft. Worth (HoFW)       

Treasurer's Oct. Report 

Report Date:           9-Oct-2013 

Beginning Balance                      11-Sep-13 $1,058.55

CREDITS Date                       Amount 
Dues 10/13/13                     75.00 
Donations Snacks 9/11/13                     10.00 

TOTAL CREDITS $85.00 

DEBITS               Activity        Ck. # 

Claude Trice       Plaque         434    9/21/13                        97.43 

TOTAL DEBITS $97.43 

Credits +/- Debits -$12.43

Ending Balance               9-Oct-13 $1,046.12

Attest:

Signature:           Dolores M. Ruhs 

Dolores M. Ruhs   Treasurer 
Don Ruhs          Clerk 

Copies: 
Chair                  Sam Baker 
Co-Chair             Vacant 
Rec. Secy           John Fisher 
Treasurer            Dolores Ruhs 
Board Member   Dick Trice 
Board Member   Don Ruhs 

c:My Documents/HoFW Treasurer's Reports MSXL 9-Oct-13 
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Humanists of Ft. Worth (HoFW)       

Treasurer's Nov. Report 

Report Date:           15-Nov-2013 

Beginning Balance                      11-Sep-13 $1,046.12

CREDITS Date                       Amount 
Dues 0 
Donations for Snacks 0 

TOTAL CREDITS $0.00 

DEBITS               Activity        Ck. # 

SCAC                 Donation    435          11/22/13           $100.00 

TOTAL DEBITS                                                              

Credits +/- Debits 

Ending Balance               15-Nov-13

Attest:

Signature:           Dolores M. Ruhs                27-Dec 2013

Dolores M. Ruhs   Treasurer 
Don Ruhs          Clerk 

Copies: 
Chair                  Sam Baker 
Co-Chair             Vacant 
Rec. Secy           John Fisher 
Treasurer  Dolores Ruhs 
Board Member   Dick Trice 
Board Member   Don Ruhs 

c:My Documents/HoFW Treasurer's Reports MSXL 27-Dec-13 

Humanists of Fort Worth   8

-$100.00

$946.12
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Humanists of Ft. Worth (HoFW)       

Treasurer's Dec. Report 

Report Date:           11-Dec.-2013 

Beginning Balance                      15-Nov-13 $946.12

CREDITS Date              Amount 
Dues 0 
Donations for Snacks 0 

TOTAL CREDITS $0.00 

DEBITS               Activity        Ck. #          Date Amt.

* ChadraÄs Grill    Dinner 436          12/11/13          $48.22 

Bobbi Lotven      Snacks           437          12/11/13          $15.00

TOTAL DEBITS                                                                $63.22                                         

Credits +/- Debits - $63.22 

Ending Balance               11-Dec-13 $822.90     

Attest:

Signature:           Dolores M. Ruhs                27-Dec 2013

Dolores M. Ruhs   Treasurer 
Don Ruhs          Clerk 

Copies: 
Chair                  Sam Baker 
Co-Chair             Vacant 
Rec. Secy           John Fisher 
Treasurer            Dolores Ruhs 
Board Member   Dick Trice 
Board Member  Don Ruhs 

c:My Documents/HoFW Treasurer's Reports MSXL 27-Dec-13 

*Twelve members of HoFW got together for a social evening at ChadraÇs Mezza & 

Grill. An enjoyable evening was had by all wishing one another Happy Holidays and 
Good Wishes for the New Year. 
As agreed upon by the Board, HoFW picked up the tab for the appetizers.



From the . . . 

. . . Sam Baker

Why Health Care for All Americans is 

Public Enemy Number One

One question has nagged me.  Say a young 
person has a congenital heart defect, or some 
middle-aged person has high blood pressure
or depression, and neither could buy health 
insurance in the individual market prior to the 
Affordable Care Act.  Why would one political 
party prefer to shut down the federal govern-
ment than provide the funds for this health 
care law to help people like these?  What is so 
terrible about trying to provide health insur-
ance for all Americans?  Why is health insur-
ance for all worse than allowing the govern-
ment to default on its financial obligations, 
worse than driving up the government's bor-
rowing costs, and worse than putting the 
country's credit rating at risk?

Every other industrialized country considers it 
a moral obligation to insure that their citizens 
have good health care, but one of our political 
parties does not.  What possibly could be this 
party's motive for wanting to deny health care 
coverage to forty million Americans?

National Defense magazine ("The Enemy the 
Pentagon Should Fear Most") figured it out:

The U.S. military keeps searching the 
horizon for a peer competitor, the chal-
lenger that must be taken seriously. Is 
it China? What about an oil rich and re-
surgent Russia?

But the threat that is most likely to hob-
ble U.S. military capabilities is not a 
peer competitor, rather it is health care.

A worldwide military empire, as the Romans 
discovered, is very expensive to maintain.  
Our military empire, with 800 to 1,000 bases 
around the world, is far more vast than any-
thing the Romans could ever have imagined.  
In addition, the industrial part of the military in-
dustrial congressional complex ("MICC") has 
become so greedy and so influential that it in-
sists upon building weapons that the military 
doesn't even want.  Over 2000 new Abrams 
tanks collect sand in a giant desert parking lot 
an hour north of Reno because the Army 
doesn't want them.

The military and its industrial arm depend on 
tax revenue, and whatever the government 
can borrow, for their existence.  They are 
America's biggest welfare queens, and their 
minions in the Congress will sacrifice every-
thing to insure their empire survives.  The 
2012 U.S. military budget is 6Å7 times larger 
than the $106 billion military budget of China 
and is more than the next twenty largest mili-
tary spenders combined. There's simply not 
enough money to maintain our  vast military 
empire and to provide adequate health care 
for all our citizens.  This is an existential battle 
for the MICC and that's why health care for all 
Americans is its Public Enemy Number One.  
This is why the MICC is willing to risk eco-
nomic and financial disaster in order stop 
Obamacare.

Sam
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PRESENTATION FOR OUR NEXT MEETING

*** JANUARY 8, 2014***

OUR SPEAKER WILL BE PAST CHAIR DICK TRICE. 

Humanists of Fort Worth   

Presentation: 

JUST WHO ARE THOSE PEOPLE WHO

MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR US TO THINK

FREELY TODAY?

Topics for discussion:

How many of these people do you know?
Are you sure?
WhatÇs our future to be?
WhatÇs your prediction?

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 8  

January, 2014
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Students learn about atheism on 
ÄAsk an Atheist Day"

Free Thinking Frogs holds first event of the semester

By Andrea Masenda   Posted October 9, 2013 

In an effort to change preconceived notions of what 
it means to be atheist, Free Thinking Frogs, a stu-
dent organization, gave students the opportunity to 
ask questions. 

The Free Thinking Frogs declared Tuesday night 
"Ask An Atheist Day.Å

Student members of Free Thinking Frogs consider 
themselves to be secular, or not bound by religious 
rules. Many categorize themselves as atheists, ag-
nostics, humanists and skeptics, said Alexis Lohse, 
the groupÇs founder and junior political science 
major.

ÄThereÇs a lot of stereotypes about atheists,Å 
sophomore computer science major Harrison Engel 
said. ÄPeople think weÇre arrogant, people think 
weÇre amoral, people think that weÇre mean-
spirited.Å

Any student was welcome at the forum. They 
prompted questions to the group about heaven and 
hell, varying upbringings, science and morality.

ÄA lot of times you encounter people with other 
beliefs via short snippets on a Facebook post, so 
that doesnÇt have any real dimension. That doesnÇt 
have any real human factor to it,Å Lohse said.

Establishing the organization last spring did not go 
unnoticed. The news of an atheist organization on 
TCUÇs campus caught the attention of several news 
outlets, including WFAA and Fox 4.

The group decided to begin its first semester on
campus with the forum in order to open up about 
lifestyles and mentalities of the members of the 
group, Lohse said. The group began with 12 mem-
bers in the spring and has more than doubled since 
then. 

We knew that starting an organization like this 
would raise a lot of questions for a lot of students 
and we wanted to create an opportunity to have a 
dialogue about misconceptions,Å Lohse said.

Sophomore psychology major Tyler Casteel-
Provost is a Christian who said he knew very little 
about atheists before the forum. He said he now 
has a new perception of atheists and how they 
think.

ÄIf you donÇt understand it, itÇs scary, so you shy 
away from those people,Å Casteel-Provost said.
ÄBut when you come out here and you see that 
these people are humans, they have hearts that beat 
and they breathe and everything and they have 
emotions just like you. You see easier ways to con-
nect with people.Å

First-year transfer student Joel Huffman said he 
had friends on both sides of the spectrum, Christian 
and atheist, and that he would come to another fo-
rum like it in the future.

ÄYou can always learn something from someone 
else, especially just to support them and understand 
them as a person and where theyÇre coming from,Å 
Huffman said.

Sophomore piano performance graduate student 
Edo Frenkel said although he attended a Jewish 
school, he considers himself to be a Ädevout athe-
ist.Å Frenkel said talking with students with differ-
ent beliefs was a subtle reminder of how friendly 
people can be.

ÄItÇs just really nice when you just have a purely 
nice thing,Å he said. ÄEveryoneÇs just talking and 
regardless of what we think about something, re-
gardless of the differences, weÇre just unified.Å

The Free Thinking Frogs are part of the Religious 
and Spiritual Life department at TCU. Lohse said 
in the future the group hopes to partner with other 
groups in the program for public forums and bring-
ing different speakers to campus.

The Free Thinking Frogs of Texas Christian Uni-

versity meet every Thursday at 7 p.m. in Jarvis 
Hall.

January, 2014
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Modern Humanism Has Become Outdated; Humanists Need 
a New Humanism Today     From Barry F. Seidman

In various magazines and websites dedicated 
to philosophical humanism, there has been an 
important, if outdated debate on the core nature 
of humanism. I say outdated because, although 
humanism has been (and should always be) a 
philosophy in fluxÇbeing that it is an ÉismÑ 
which depends on our ever evolving under-
standing of the human experienceÇa clear un-
derstanding of the core of humanism ought not 
be up for debate so late in the game.

Modern humanism, though reconceived many 
times over, can be said to have been crystal-
lized in 1933 with the Humanist Manifesto I. 
When we talk today about humanismÇat least 
in the United StatesÇwe are more than likely 
referring to that which has resulted from that 
radical document drafted over 70 years ago. 
We can also refer back to the work of Corliss 
Lamont (The Philosophy of Humanism), Paul 
Kurtz, and perhaps, to a lesser extent, Felix 
Adler, as well as those organizations which they 
helped bring into existence Å The American Hu-
manist Association, the Council for Secular Hu-
manism, and the Ethical Culture Society re-
spectfully.

Though it is clear to me that all participants in 
this debate all have legitimately argued their 
concerns regarding the state humanism finds 
itself in today Å internally fractured and ineffec-
tive in changing minds - I feel that before we 
can talk about how to make humanism more 
appealing to ÉmoderateÑ religious folks (the ma-
jority of our fellow citizens), we must first decide 
what the heck humanism means to those of us 
who claim the word as our own.

The word is out, ÉatheisticÑ humanism has 
failed. This is most evident in the United States 
as we witness via organized humanismÄs    

ineffectual response to the religious RightÄs 
worldview, and via the general attitude of 
Americans toward religion, superstition and sci-
ence. Why has this happened to humanism 
when other Émovements,Ñ such as those cham-
pioning African-Americans or Jews or Gays, 
have made significant progress, and have done 
so despite the secular and religious RightÄs 
thirty-year affront to progressive ideals? Could 
humanismÄs failure as a worldview, to some ex-
tent, be because so many humanists see their 
worldview as an alternative to religion rather 
than a self-contained one of its own? How 
many times do we humanists find ourselves de-
scribing our beliefs by calling out a litany of 
ideas and faiths we donÄt happen to subscribe 
to? It is at times as if humanism would not exist 
if it were not for religion. It is no wonder that or-
ganized humanism, cautious about becoming a 
religious alternative tend to follow a big tent 
model, wrapping as much as they can into their 
message Å secularism, science advocacy, athe-
ism, skepticism, and somewhere in the mess, 
humanism Å while boosting their revenues even 
if that means diluting their original message.

There may be another reason as well; one 
which may explain why humanism has been 
promoted as an alternative to religion. The term 
Éatheistic humanismÑ was chosen for a reason. 
Humanism, as will be described more later on, 
is a sociopolitical philosophy ÉinformedÑ by sci-
entific naturalism (which includes atheism), but 
has been promoted as a Éphilosophy for non-
believers or atheists.Ñ Thus the emphasis has 
not been on the full picture, but on one part of 
the whole. Humanism, as a vibrant and wide-
spread ideology (one protected from dogmatism 
by its reliance on naturalism, by the way), has 
failed because it has been promoted not as 
naturalistic humanism Å or just plain human-
ism Å but as ÉatheisticÑ humanism. In other 
words, humanism (as a movement or re indi-
viduals), has pushed Öatheism as philosophy
(which it is not), rather than Öhumanism as    

Many people fear nothing more terribly than to take a position 

which stands out sharply and clearly from the prevailing opin-

ion. The tendency of most is to adopt a view that is so ambigu-

ous that it will include everything, and so popular that it will 

include everybody.

Martin Luther King, Jr.

. . . . contÇd on page 13 > > >              

January, 2014
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> > >  contÇd from page 12 . . .

. . . . contÇd on page 14 > > >

sociopolitical philosophyÄ (which it is). In this 
way, humanism has failed. 

Individual humanists, or even big tent humanist 
organizations, struggle to describe what there is 
unique to their message. Science advocacy, 
skepticism and secularism are not unique to hu-
manism, that much is clear. And without a con-
crete understanding of what humanism actually 
means to our lives, atheism begins to take on 
that roll of unique difference. This is not very 
surprising in a country such as America where 
religion is so much a part of the fabric of what it 
means to be American. But atheism is not a 
worldview. 

That deserves repeating. Atheism is not a 
worldview. When we decide to focus on athe-
ism to express what it is about our worldview 
which we feel has the best chance of creating a 
better society, we are missing the point (of hu-
manism). 

Even in times such as these, where religious 
fundamentalists are waging war on each other, 
we mustnÄt take the easy route and merely bash 
religion. But this is what todayÄs spokespersons 
for atheism, from Sam Harris and Richard 
Dawkins to Christopher Hitchens and Ibn War-
raq are doing. The problem with this is not that 
there are people willing to do battle with the ir-
rationality of supernaturalism; there should al-
ways be such warriors on ÉourÑ side willing to 
take on what is the most dangerous aspect of 
religion. The problem instead is that these 
same people often either self-identify as hu-
manists, or are identified as such by organized 
humanism. 

Once humanism is tainted with the Éus vs. 
themÑ mentality, which characterizes the battle 
between theism and atheism, it has forfeited its 
ability to bring naturalism into the marketplace 
of ideasÜ Where all folks, religious or not, can 
partake in the human endeavor toward better 
means and ends.

So therefore, as I want to argue, humanism 
needs a re-boot. Its not that a key element of 
humanism isnÄt atheism (or agnosticism), itÄs 
just that the negative and combative stance of  
humanism-as-atheism (or secularism) wins us 

no friends, and even more enemies. And as for 
the perhaps arrogant notion that all humanists 
need to do is educate the masses and they will 
leave their silly beliefs behind, science has 
shown us that religion is an evolutionary part of 
who we are, and much of what it offers folks will 
not go away even if people become experts in 
the arguments against God or in science. 

Humanism needs to rediscover its ethical and 
naturalistic foundations, and allow the meta-
physics to become part of the overall move-
ment, and not its core and face. By ethical, I am 
referring to the egalitarianism of humanism 
which has been one of its defining characteris-
tics long before the scientific revolution re-
placed religion as the best way to understand 
reality. These can be found, in part, in the Hu-
manist Manifestos I and II. Where there are 
atheists or other ÉfreethinkersÑ who defend the 
politics or economics of oppression and regres-
sion - from war to capitalism to neo-liberalism to 
neo-conservatism - there must be humanists to 
point out that atheism is not the same thing as 
humanism. 

Humanism is wholly and unabashedly progres-
sive in its understanding of the human condition 
and what sort of society bests allows our spe-
cies to be mentally, emotionally and spiritually 
healthy. What this means in detail will require a 
longer essay Å and such may be forthcoming 
on this website Å but for starters, authors from 
Alfie Kohn and Franz De Waal to Doug Fry and 
Ashley Montagu would be good to read.

Much of Western religion (Christianity, Judaism 
& Islam) has failed to lead the way because 
they promote authoritarian, Hobbesian, and 
highly hierarchal societal systems. To the ex-
tent that ÉliberalÑ religionists interpret these as 
otherwise, is the extent that they wish to unify 
their progressive ideals with their particular 
mythistory ... and though perhaps as intellectu-
ally problematic as this might be, at least they 
understand the problems with such religion. 
Why then should it be that atheists, having bro-
ken free from the need to believe in supernatu-
ral entities, realms or ideas, should otherwise 
subscribe to the same authoritarian, Hobbesian,    
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and hierarchal societal systems most religions 
teach?

By naturalistic, I do not mean the mere defense 
of the hard sciences or the methodology of sci-
ence, but a fully integrated naturalism obtained 
by us from all the sciences (natural and social), 
a naturalistic understanding of the origins and 
evolutionary reasons for religion (which needs 
to be understood if we wish to address super-
naturalism and how to separate spirituality from 
supernaturalism), and from an understanding of 
philosophical determinism which would allow us 
to exorcise the most dangerous element of re-
ligion, the belief in counter-causal free will. This 
too needs more explanation. For starters, visit 
the Center for Naturalism. 

In short, a re-booted humanism would recog-
nize ethics and naturalism as its core. It would

more >>>>

then be best defined as a sociopolitical phi-
losophy, both democratic and non-hierarchal, 
which is informed by scientific naturalism, and 
promotes individual freedom, economic and 
social equality, human cooperation and plane-
tary peace. It is time for humanists to, as Dr. 
King said more than forty years ago, take a 
position which stands out sharply and clearly 
from the prevailing opinion (opinions from 
within as well as from without humanist cir-
cles). Humanism is a positive, politically pro-
gressive, socially cooperative, scientifically 
sound worldview. ItÄs time to define humanism 
as such.

Barry F. Seidman, Executive Producer/Host, 
worked as a humanist/freethought community 
leader and events coordinator for the Council 
for Secular Humanism and the Center for In-
quiry from 2000-2006. 

DUCK DYNASTY AND THE CHRISTIAN HOMOPHOBE

By Adam

I donÇt watch Duck Dynasty, but that hasnÇt kept the uproar in the news from reaching me.  Phil Robert-
son, TV star and patriarch, didnÇt have the good sense to keep his mouth shut when asked what he thought 
of homosexuality.  He described in crude language how he couldnÇt imagine a man choosing not to be with 
a woman.  He then went on to describe how this was not in accordance with the biblical GodÇs way, and 
that it eventually led to all sorts of sexual impropriety, including adultery and bestiality.

There is a tendency for us in the secular community to raise our voices in unison:  ÄSee!  We told you that 
Bible canÇt be trusted.  Look what its practitioners do in the name of their holy book!Å  We add this to other 
examples of Christians behaving badly.  They expect their religiously based ideologies to trump the civil 
rights of others whose lifestyles they donÇt agree with.  The Christian intellectual who would do this has no 
place in an enlightened society.  He should be shunned, disgraced, and tidily put away where he can disturb 
no more.

There certainly are people who fit this description.  Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell come to mind.  They 
successfully promote their conservative Christian beliefs.  They help elect officials who share their views.  
As society changes, they warn that weÇre drifting further from GodÇs plan and should expect his divine 
wrath.

To paint Phil Robertson with this brush is too easy.

We all know a Phil Robertson.  He is the neighbor who is happy to help haul in a new piece of furniture.  
He is the uncle who hosts the family at Thanksgiving.  He is the grandfather who tells the same old jokes 
every time you see him.  ItÇs easy to vilify.  ItÇs harder to try and understand.

ContÇd on page 15 >>>>>
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All Bible quotes are taken from the 
King James Version (KJV).

From:  Various sources, including the Holy Bible.
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The Sago Mine disaster was a coal mine explosion 
on January 2, 2006, in the Sago Mine in Sago, in 
Upshur County, West Virginia, USA, near the 
county seat of Buckhannon. The blast and collapse 
trapped 13 miners for nearly two days. One of the 
13 trapped miners survived. It was the worst mining 
disaster in the United States since the Jim Walter 
Resources Mine Disaster in Alabama on September 
23, 2001, and the worst disaster in West Virginia 
since the 1968 Farmington Mine Disaster.

The disaster received extensive news coverage 
worldwide. After mining officials released incorrect 
information, many media outlets, including the New 

York Times, reported that 12 survivors had been 
found alive, when only one of the thirteen trapped 
miners survived.
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Sago Mine Disaster
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

Prayer
Pray: to ask very earnestly; make supplication, as to a deity.

Prayer: the act or practice of praying, as to god; a person 

who prays.

WebsterÇs New World Dictionary

From what I understand of the people of West 
Virginia, most of them were Christian and believed 
in the ÄEfficacy of PrayerÅ[1]. I say they ÄwereÅ 
Christian and Äbelieved,Å as the Bible leads them 
to believe, that their prayers would be heard. But, it 
didnÇt happen. The thirteen victims suffered for 
two days in that mine before twelve of them ulti-
mately died. ItÇs hard to imagine the trauma those 
miners experienced before they were removed 
from that pit.

If we Ädo the mathÅ we learn that it was a 92% 
failure rate for God, if in fact he did intervene.

As a Christian, I was taught to believe that the 
God of the Bible was a Äloving GodÅ an Äall-
knowingÅ being and that we but need to have faith. 

*

[1] efficacy: power to produce effects or intended 

results; effectiveness.

END

Duck Dynasty and the Christian Homophobe:

My grandmother was born in rural east Texas in 
the first years of the 20th century.  She was sur-
rounded by people who had known slavery in their 
lifetimes.  Not surprisingly, she was racist.  My 
mother grew up in the same rural setting.  Her high 
school years were marked by the struggles with de-
segregation.  She, too, grew up to be racist, though 
less so than her mother.  Likewise, I can claim with 
certainty to be much less racist than my mother.  
Each successive generation is better than the one 
before it.

As societyÇs collective morality changes, some 
people get left behind.  They have been taught 
backwards thinking and had that thinking rein-
forced throughout their lives.  They have a vague 
sense that the Bible says thatÇs how things should 
be.  They probably havenÇt read the Bible, and they 
probably havenÇt thought too hard about it.  That 
itÇs tradition is good enough for them.

Along comes a disturbance that brings to light 
some aspect of their beliefs.  Polite society asks 
them to go away, and the common man resents be-
ing told what to do by an arrogant, enlightened 
elite.  ItÇs almost enough to make one sympathetic.

We should not ignore the true evils that have 
been committed.  Our nation has at times treated 
segments of our population very poorly.  Religion 
and tradition have been used to justify these 
abuses.  We need to root out mistreatment when it 
occurs.  When tradition fails us, we must challenge 
it and find what is right.

Let us do so without a sense of smug superiority.  
When evil is encountered, it should be condemned.  
But letÇs not conflate true evil with benign igno-
rance.

END

>>>> ContÇd from page 14.
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Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment 

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the 

right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition 

the government for a redress of grievances.

The 1st Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
StatesÑÅThe Establishment Clause.Å

the
Book Nook

This space is intended to focus attention on books, au-
thors, subjects and articles that may be of interest to hu-
manists, agnostics, atheists, and freethinkers. 
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From:   Americans United for the Separation of  

Church & State        October 2013, page 22

ÇSecularism CharterÉ to be posted in some 

French Schools

French education officials have unveiled a new 
Äsecularism charterÅ that will posted in every state-funded 
school.

Education Minister Vincent Peillon said the 15-point 
charter merely reinforces ideas found in FranceÇs 1905 law 
mandating separation of church and state, which the 
French call Laicite.

ÄThe first article of our constitution states that the repub-
lic is indivisible, democratic, social, and secular,Å Peillon 
told the newspaper Journal du Dimanche. ÄThe school 
must teach these values, explain their meanings and their 
historyÖ because if we do not teach them, we should not 
be surprised if they are misunderstood or even ignored.Å

However, several Muslims groups have criticized the 
charter, saying some of its provisions violate their beliefs.

ÄNinety percent of Muslims are going to have the feel-
ing they are being targeted by this charter,Å Dalil Bou-
bakeur, chairman of the French Muslim Council, told 
Agence French Presse.

Disputes over the role of Islam in public life have 
rocked France in recent years. But Peillon insisted that the 
charter is not meant to make a statement about Islam. 

ÄSecularism is not against any religion,Å the education 
official said. ÄIt provides a protected and neutral space in 
which to give everyone, regardless of religion, regardless 
of their social or geographical origin, the means to choose 
and build a life.Å

AROUND THE ORLD

Church

State

ESSENTIAL READINGS FOR THE NONBELIEVER

ÄHitch,Å as he was better known to his friends and 
associates has gathered together a fantastic assem-
blage of forty-seven different pieces from writers of 
past and present decades in this work. 

Notables such as: Lucretius, Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
Charles Darwin, Karl Marx, Mark Twain, George 
Eliot, Emma Goldman, Bertrand Russell, Michael 
Shermer, Daniel Dennett, Richard Dawkins, Penn 
Jillette (Penn & Teller), Sam Harris, and Salman 
Rushdie, just to name a few, are here giving their 
thoughts on what it means to be a non-believer; es-
pecially in a world where we are so greatly outnum-
bered; in an atmosphere in which we are considered 
by the religious to be without morals, or feelings, or 
respect, or consideration for others. 

By bringing these notables together here ÄHitchÅ 
lets us know that we are not, were not, and will not 
be alone in our beliefs or in our philosophy.

Although I read this book in 2011, I was encour-
aged to revisit it in light of the topic to be presented 
by our November speaker Tom Flynn.                                     

Don Ruhs                          
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selected and with introductions by

CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS
Publisher: Da Capo Press á 2007

Christopher Hitchens  (1949-2011) 
American citizen (2007) 
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